Your #1 magazine for
fair travel.
Ubuntu Magazine combines conservation
projects, sustainable travel with ethical
travel destinations, featuring exclusive
interviews, jaw-dropping destinations
and fair wildlife experiences.

www.ubuntumagazine.com
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Mission
Leading by fair sharing, Ubuntu Magazine is for the
sustainable travelers and the wildlife enthusiasts. By sharing
stories from people on-site, Ubuntu Magazine tells you how
it is and what you can do to change. Ubuntu Magazine leads
sustainable travel by fair sharing.

Vision
We can only travel more sustainably and conserve more
nature and wildlife, when we open our eyes to what’s truly
happening now. Ubuntu Magazine knows it can protect our
planet and wildlife by sharing fair stories, so we can change
our reality.

Goal
To fully stop wildlife extinction by 2050, by transforming
travel to sustainable travel experiences with trustworthy
travel destinations.

Target Group

Goals and values
I want to explore hidden gems
worldwide.

Ubuntu Magazine is a digital worldwide magazine,
mainly read in first and second tier countries.

I try to not eat meat & fish.
I try to have a low impact on
the planet.

Buyer persona

I am willing to pay more, when
this lowers my impact. Invest
for the better.

Lisa de Mulder

About Lisa
My name is Lisa, 28 years and together with my
boyfriend I live in Utrecht. I work for a governmental
institution, in the communication department, which
I enjoy doing. I am passionate about sustainability,
traveling, I love to do yoga, and going out for drinks
with my friends.

Objections

Challenges

Sources of information

Being busy with work and daily life, it’s challenging to
make green choices. I want to enjoy a carefree holiday,
but struggle to find the time to find legitimate eco
options.

Magazines: Columbus Magazine, WWF & Future for Nature academy
Blogs: wetraveleco.com & ecologischreizen.nl
IG accounts: Columbus Magazine, Sustainable Family, Bianca Kramer
& Feel the Breeze

So many platforms. Can I trust you?
Eco options are higher priced, is it worth it?
Is the project as green as you say it is?

What to expect
When to expect the new edition of Ubuntu Magazine:

Edition

Release date

Closing date

April 2022

+/- April 30

April 10

Juli 2022

July 1

June 10

Oktober 2022

Oktober 1

September 10

Because Ubuntu Magazine is all digital, we also want to inform you
about our social media presence.
We use Instagram and Facebook daily with new posts and stories
about our magazine, featured articles and advertisements. Pinterest
will be used multiple times a week. The amount will vary based upon
the number of advertisements.

What are advertorials?
Wild life
In Ubuntu Magazine you get the possibility to publish advertorials.
These are built up of text and images, delivered by the advertiser.
Instead of looking like an advertisement, these advertorials look more
like an editorial page. Therefore, readers are more likely to completely
read the information within your advertorial.

We can only travel more
sustainably and conserve
more nature and wildlife,
when we open our eyes to
what’s truly happening now.
We can protect our planet
and wildlife.

Newsletter advertisement
An advertisement in our newsletter will consist of a title and text of
maximum 180 characters, an image and a link to your website. This
advertisement will be along our editorial content. However, through
a light [grey] color, it will be visible that we are referring to your
advertisement here.

“Leading by fair
sharing”

Sharing fair stories, so we can change our reality.

Download detailed information here

Advertising rates
In Ubuntu Magazine we offer
the following advertisement
sizes:
1/1 page

1/2 page

1/4 page

1/8 page

Advertorial

Prices
BxH

1 edition, per magazine

2 editions, per magazine

3 editions, per magazine

1/1 page

185x272 mm

€600 / $665

€550 / $610

€500 / $555

1/2 page

185x132 mm

€300 / $330

€275 / $305

€250 / $275

1/4 page

88x132 mm

€150 / $165

€135 / $150

€120 / $133

1/8 page

88x62 mm

€75 / $83

€65 / $72

€60 / $66

advertorial

2 pages

€1200 / $1330

€1200 / $1330

€1200 / $1330

* Prices are excluding taxes
** This price is based on advertorials written by advertiser. For only €150 / $166 per article, we will write the articles, Based on your input.

Social media

Advertising packages

Facebook and instagram

Price

Koala package

Sponsord post (200 words) on social
media of Ubuntu Magazine

€75 / $83

1 advertorial 1 page
2 posts on social media

Pinterest
Total price
Sponsord post with a link on pinterest
of Ubuntu Magazine

€700 / $775

€75 / $83
Panda package
1 advertorial 2 pages
6 post on social media
3 newsletter items
Total price

€1750 / $1940

Lion package
2 advertiorial 2 pages
12 post on social media
6 newsletter items
All adds are including hyperlink

Total price

€3500 / $3875

Online display
With daily visitors on www.ubuntumagazine.com, it is
worth to also be visible on our homepage.

Based on the length of advertising, these are the rates:

Logo on our homepage

Price

3 months

€150 / $165

6 months

€250 / $275

12 months

€450 / $498

Use banner advertising to promote your brand and to get
visitors to your website.
Based on the length of advertising, these are the rates:

Banner advertising on our webpage

Price

Per month

€100 / $110

Contact details
Do you have any questions about
our rates or statistics, do not
hesitate to contact us.

Ubuntu Magazine
advertising@ubuntumagazine.com

Where to find us:

@ubuntu.magazine.official
@ubuntumagazineofficial
@ubuntumagazine
@ubuntumagazine

www.ubuntumagazine.com

